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BEFORE GETTING STARTED
Read all of the instructions before getting
started.
Sew with a 1/4" seam allowance.
RST means Right Sides Together.
WST means Wrong Sides Together.
WOF means Width of Fabric.

Fabric yardage is assumed to be 42"
wide.
Check gatheredcotton.com for any
pattern corrections.
Press all seams open unless otherwise
indicated.

FAT QUARTER CUTTING NOTE

18"

21"

Please note: Fat Quarter Fabric Requirements and Cutting Instructions are based on an 18" WOF
strip, not 21".
FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

BLOCK
12" x 12"
Fabric A

1 FQ

Fabric B

1 FQ

Fabric C

1 FQ

Fabric D

1 FQ

Background

1 FQ

12½" x 12½" unfinished
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CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

Fabric A

Fabric C

Background

(1) 5" x 18" strip
Subcut into
(2) 5" x 5"
(2) 3" x 3"
(1) 2⅝" x 18" strip
Subcut into
(4) 2⅝" x 2⅝"
(1) 5" x 18" strip
Subcut into
(1) 5" x 5"
(6) 2" x 2"
(1) 5" x 18" strip
Subcut into
(2) 5" x 5"
(1) 4½" x 4½"
(2) 2" x 2"

Fabric B

Fabric D

(1) 3½" x 18" strip
Subcut into
(4) 2" x 3½"
(2) 2" x 2"

(1) 5" x 18" strip
Subcut into
(1) 5" x 5"
(2) 3" x 3"
(1) 2" x 2"

(1) 3½" x 18" strip
Subcut into
(4) 2" x 3½"
(2) 2½" x 2½"
(1) 1½" x 18" strip
Subcut into
(8) 1½" x 1½"

ASSEMBLING THE PIECES OF THE BLOCK

Making the Strip-in-a-Square Units
1) Using a pencil or non-permanent fabric marker (I like to use a hera marker), mark a diagonal
line on the wrong side of eight Background 1½" squares. See Figure 1.
2) Place one of the marked 1½" squares RST in the corner of one Fabric C 2" x 2" square. Sew on
the marked line and trim ¼" away from the sewn seamline. Repeat with a second Background
1½" square in the opposite corner of the Fabric C 2" square. See Figures 2 and 3.
3) Repeat Step 2 three times to yield FOUR strip in a square units. Trim each unit to 2" x 2".

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Making the Flying Geese
4) We will be using the four-at-a-time method for flying geese. Use a pencil or non-permanent
fabric marker (I like to use a hera marker) to draw a diagonal line on the back of all the Fabric A
2⅝" squares.
5) Place two Fabric A 2⅝" squares RST with one Background 4½" square. Sew ¼" on EACH SIDE of
the drawn line. Then, cut on the drawn line. See figure 5.

Figure 5

6) Press each unit. Place one Fabric A 2⅝" square on each of the units created in step five. Sew ¼"
on EACH SIDE of the drawn line.

Figure 9

7) Cut each unit on the drawn line. You will have four flying geese. Press and trim each flying
geese unit to 2" x 3½". See figure 7.

Figure 7
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Making the Half Square Triangle (HST) Units
You will be using two methods for making the HST units in this block:
the eight-at-a-time method and the two-at-a-time method. Refer to
Table 1 to see the quantity of each set of HSTs that are needed. The
checkmark indicates using the eight-at-a-time method.
Begin with the Background/Fabric A combination in the instructions
below.

HSTs
Needed
Background/
Fabric A

16

Fabric B/
Fabric C

8

Fabric A/
Fabric B

4

Table 1

Making HSTs Eight-At-A-Time

8a) Pair one Background 5" square with one Fabric A 5" square. Using a pencil or non-permanent
fabric marker (I like to use a hera marker), mark a diagonal line in both directions on the wrong
side of the lighter fabric. See figure 8a.
8b) With squares RST, sew ¼" on EACH SIDE of the marked lines. I like to sew with a scant ¼" to
ensure room for trimming. See figure 8b.
8c) Cut the sewn square vertically and horizontally first, then cut on the drawn diagonal lines of
each smaller square. See figure 8c.
8d) Open each HST (there will be eight) and press toward the dark side. Trim to 2" x 2".
See figure 8d.
9) Repeat steps 8a - 8d with one Background 5" square and one Fabric A 5" square for a total of
16 Background/Fabric A HSTs.

Figure 8a

Figure 8b

Figure 8c

Figure 8d

10) Repeat steps 8a - 8d with one Fabric B 5" square and one Fabric C 5" square for a total of
eight Fabric B/Fabric C HSTs. See figure 10.

Figure 10
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Making HSTs Two-At-A-Time
11a) Pair one Fabric A 3" square with one Fabric B 3" square. Using a pencil or non-permanent
fabric marker (I like to use a hera marker), mark a diagonal line on the wrong side of the lighter
fabric in each pair. See figure 11a.
11b) With squares RST, sew ¼" on EACH SIDE of the marked line of both pairs and cut on the
drawn line. See figure 11b.
11c) Open each HST and press toward the dark side. Trim each HST to 2" x 2". See figure 11c.
11d) Repeat steps 11a - 11c with one Fabric A 3" square and one Fabric B 3" square for a total of
four Fabric A/Fabric B HSTs.

Figure 11a

Figure 11c

Figure 11b

Making Economy Block
12a) Cut two Fabric C 2" squares on the diagonal resulting in four triangles. See figure 12a.
12b) Sew the long side of one triangle created in step 12a RST to one Fabric B 2" square. Be sure
to center the point of the triangle with the center of the square. To do this, I like to finger press
the square and the triangle in half, then match the centers of each before I sew. Repeat with
another triangle on the opposite side of the square. See figure 12b.
12c) Cut off the dog ears so that each side is straight. See figure 12c.
12d) Using the remaining two triangles created in step 12a, sew the long side of the triangles to
the remaining sides of the square, making sure to center the points. See figure 12d.
12e) Trim each side of the block so the sides are straight, but BE CAREFUL to allow ¼" from each
point to the edge so the points remain visible in the next step. See figure 12e.

¼"

Figure 12a

Figure 12b

Figure 12c
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13a) Cut two Fabric D 2½" squares on the diagonal resulting in four triangles. See figure 13a.
13b) Sew the long side of one triangle created in step 13a RST to one side of the unit created in
step 12e. Be sure to center the point of the triangle with the center of the square. To do this, I like
to figure press the square and the triangle in half, then match the centers of each before I sew.
Repeat with another triangle on the opposite side of the square. See figure 13b.
13c) Cut off the dog ears so that each side is straight. See figure 13c.
13d) Using the remaining two triangles created in step 13a, sew the long side of the triangles to
the remaining sides of the unit, making sure to center the points. See figure 13d.
13e) Trim each side of the block so the sides are straight, but BE CAREFUL to allow ¼" from each
point to the edge so the points remain visible when the unit is sewn into the block. Trimmed, this
unit should be 3½" x 3½". See figure 13e.

Figure 13a

Figure 13b

Figure 13c

Figure 13e

Figure 13d

ASSEMBLING THE BLOCK

Assemble the Rows
Using figure 14 as a reference, sew the pieces
together to assemble each row. Row 1 is
demonstrated in figure 15.
Press each seam of row one to the left, row two
to the right, etc. This way your seams will nest
when you sew the rows together.

Figure 15
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Assembling the Block
Sew all the rows together as shown in figure 16.

Figure 16

Congratulations! Your block is now complete!
Share photos of your beautiful quilt block! Use the hashtags #ScenicRouteQuiltBlock and
#GatheredCottonPatterns on Instagram and tag me @JenLevin.
MEET THE DESIGNER
Hi sweet friend, I'm Jen! I'm a quilter and pattern designer living in Charlotte,
North Carolina. Making a quilt with my own two hands was something I always
knew I wanted to do, and I finally made it happen in 2012. That first quilt had
me HOOKED! I had to make more quilts and I haven't stopped since!
Gathered Cotton was born in the midst of lock down in 2020 when I realized
the next best step for my creativity was to start creating my own quilt designs,
and here we are! Thank you so very much for your support.

Hey there!

Come find me on Instagram @jenlevin or send me an email
(jennifer@gatheredcotton.com) and say hello! I'd love to hear from you!
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COLORING PAGE

Print fabrics for the cover block are from the Art Gallery collection Gayle Lorraine by Elizabeth Chappell and Decostitch Elements
in Pink Powder with AGF Pure Solids in White Linen as the background fabric. The additional solids used throughout pattern are
AGF Pure Solids in: White Linen, Sweet Macadamia, Toasty Walnut and Pacific.
Copyright 2022
Personal use only. Do not copy or redistribute. All rights reserved.
Do not copy, email, post online, or distribute this pattern in any way. You may sell items made using this pattern on a home
production scale, but you must give credit to Gathered Cotton when listing or selling the final product.
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